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Introduction
• whale watching is a multi-billion dollar industry
with more than 13 million whale watchers
annually
• most popular species humpback whale
• whales shifting migration time, behavior,
abundance and distribution in response to
climate change
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Introduction
• expansion of whale season on the Gold Coast by
2 weeks in average – early closure in other
regions
• North Atlantic study demonstrated whales
arrived in average one day earlier at feeding
grounds every year over 30 years
• possible increase of lost business days due to
bad weather
• unknown consequences for the industry and
variability suggest need for adaptive capacity
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Introduction
• climate change might not only have adverse
impacts but also create opportunities for the
whale watch industry
• systems-based understanding of future whale
migration patterns and their associated socialeconomic implications required
• few data and facts available – dealing with high
uncertainty
• participatory systems approach and stakeholder
engagement – a way forward!?
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Aims
• identifying key the variables involved in the
process of whale watching and climate change
and evaluating response strategies
• providing an understanding of the socioeconomic response of the industry
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Methods
• combining development of conceptual model
based on systems thinking and Bayesian Belief
Network (BBN) modelling to identify and evaluate
management strategies within a probabilistic
framework
• determining drivers in the model using VENSIM
climate change (e.g. temperature), policy (e.g.
number of boats), ecology (e.g. number of
whales) and socioeconomics (e.g. number of
tourists)
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Methods
• development of a BBN model with stakeholders
identifying priority issues
• participants provide the causal structure and
underlying conditional probabilities that go into
building a functioning BBN resulting in a
stakeholder-driven model
• sensitivity analyses to identify important
intervention points (NETICA)
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Results

Conceptual model
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Results
• User lo
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Results

Sample of BBN structure
(directed acyclic graph)
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• Single

Bayesian Network nodes for the defined priority issue (Profitability) with primary and
secondary levels of “parent nodes” as determined by the workshop participants
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Results
• Keeping the information and user actions to a
minimum, allowed for processing times of 5 to
35 seconds for locating and describing one
whale sighting.

Example of sensitivity analysis using two operators from the stakeholder group

!

!
Table 3. Summary of discussed climate change adaptation tools suggested by
workshop participants.
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Results

!
Adaptation
tool/variables

Strategies

“Costumer”

Increase number of costumers through whole sale, online sale and
innovative sale strategies

“Costs”

Reduce costs by only running full boats

“Profitability”

Ensure profitability by reducing costs and increasing costumer numbers

“Whales”

Ensure whales are present through protection of species

“Assets” (Costs)

Reducing/controlling cost of boat and other infrastructure

“Wages” (Costs)

Reducing through technology and innovation

“Fuel” (Costs)

Reducing fuel cost by using different type/size/fleet size vessel e.g. sail
boat versus motor boat. Reduce search time through collaboration with
other operators.

“Weather” (Customers)

Improve ability to get the customers to the whales e.g. larger vessel,
covered deck

“Marketing”
(Customers)

Influencing perceptions / expectation of the customers in “selling the
product”. Managing customers and educating them such as preparing the
customer for the tour.

“Competition”

Manage competition for costumer over limited time and with other whale
watch operators
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Discussion
• we found some resilience to climate change but
very few pathways
• lack to respond to major shifts in whale migration
and weather and beneficial changes (e.g.
increased calving)
• flexibility associated with higher costs to respond
to climate change depends on innovative and
proactive management (type of trips, costumer
expectations, geographic region)
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Discussion
• visualising process can assist local tourism
operators and authorities in making rational
management decisions
• raise awareness amongst whale watch industry
• revealing a lack of management instruments to
develop natural resource-based tourism
• applicable to other regions
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Thank you!
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